The 212 Series keypads are designed for basic access control or code control for up to four individual devices (model dependent). These keypads are the perfect choice for controlling electric or magnetic locks, security systems, elevator control, gate controls, or other types of equipment requiring on/off or momentary control inputs.

**FEATURES**
- 120 users
- Input trigger for Request to Exit or other open circuit contact
- Up to 4 independent outputs (model dependent)
- All outputs programmable for latched or timed operation.
- Keypad programmable

The 232 Series keypads are designed to meet most residential, commercial, and industrial single door access control requirements. Each 232 Keypad provides two inputs and four outputs, factory set access control.

**FEATURES**
- 120 users
- Request to Exit input
- Door Monitoring input
- Relay outputs
  - Lock release
  - Door forced
  - Door propped
  - Alarm shunt
- Keypad Programmable

SECURED SERIES
A Secured Series™ Access Control Systems with Hub Manager™ Professional Access Control Software is a smart and easy to use solution for small to midsize applications.

Fast and powerful management reports meet the requirements of the mainstream commercial access control market and Hub Manager Professional Software uses access levels for construction of logical groupings of doors, sites, and time zones.

Hub Manager Professional features a set of programming wizards that make system set up and system modifications easy for the end-user. Build new access levels, construct remote sites, add door after door, add operators and set privileges – the most complex operations for other access control systems – are made easy with Hub Manager Professional’s programming wizards.

Continued on next page.
iLM SERIES – Mullion Style Keypad

These keypads are elegantly designed, with backlit keys suitable for indoor and outdoor applications. Each keypad demonstrates superior durability in any environment. Featuring an easy to install one-piece design, 212iLM keypads mount directly to mullion doorframes or any flat surface. No backbox required. In addition, for convenient installation the 212iLM keypads feature a separate doorbell key and relay. Durability, ease of installation, and attractive design make the 212iLM a solid addition to IEI’s unmatched array of keypads and front ends.

Available Models:
Part #212iLM – AL (Aluminum Finish)
Part #212iLM – BZ (Bronze Finish)
Part #SS-KP500iLM—AL
Part#SS-KP500iLM—BZ

*Both Mullion enclosures are certified by Builders Hardware Manufacturers Association, Inc. (BHMA)